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The Swami recalled the exact words of a letter he had written to Vijayamala which reads: 1 the day I
reached Kedarnath, I said to myself, here I must live the rest of my life. I had no regrets for any worldly life
and all my worldly attachments had fallen off. I said it is now my only duty to live all the rest of my life in
Kedarnath. 2 I continued my way and found that the mountain she greeted me with open arms. It looked

friendly and blessed me as it should do. The Parliament was held on June 4 at Chicago. Swamiji attended it
with some of his leading disciples. He went there full of the divine mission that his spiritual Master had
enjoined upon him. The Parliament became a focal point for all earnest thinkers from every part of the

world. It was attended by people from Europe, America, India, Australia, Japan and Egypt. All of them came
to learn from Swamiji in one form or another. No two lectures were the same. One day Swamiji would speak
on some one aspect of spiritual life or the other. In the next lecture he would expound on Vedanta. In this
way he kept on introducing his message to the world. On another day he would speak about some Indian
spiritual thought or the other. The audience could not get enough of these lectures, and they demanded

more. Out of all the lectures delivered by Swamiji, his last two on June 29 and 30 remain as the most
influential. The PLAB 1 Study Material was provided by Dr.Naseer Khan and we are not responsible for any

errors and omissions. The purpose of the presentation is to share an extensive list of study material for
PLAB 1 test preparation.
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could u plz tell me is it
possible for me to appear
plab exams in the country
which i am living in?also if

there is any room of moving
out of india and if so what
should be my plans and

what kind of jobs should i
get. hello sir. i am an indian
from maharashtra and the
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only thing i know is that this
year, i want to appear the

plab 1 exam. the problem is
i have 2 problems. first,

even though i am an indian
national, i am residing in

dubai for the last 12 years
and i never knew there is
any such a thing as plab
exam for the people who
reside outside india and

want to become a doctor.
second, i am a postgraduate
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in computer science from
bitsat, andhra pradesh and i
am currently working as a

software engineer in a
software company. i have

two questions. first, will i be
eligible to take the exam

since i don’t have any indian
citizenship? and second, do i

have to go back to india
after passing the exam in

order to practice as a doctor
in india? i would appreciate
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any help and best of luck.
sir plz give me some idea
about the admissibility of
indian students on plab. i

am pursuing mbbs in india
with 4 years engineering.
actually i have not got any

idea about this so i am
looking for some information
regarding this. hi guys, how
to prepare for plab 1, i am
an indian, i have not taken

this exam before, i am doing
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b.tech(eee) in electronics
and communication

engineering from college
xyz. plz guide how to

prepare for it and what are
the topics which will come

on that. hi sir. i am an indian
national who is not an indian

citizen. i have a b.tech
degree in computer science
from abroad, in a country

that has no license for
medical practice. i have
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been working as a software
engineer for the last 12

years. i would like to know if
there is any hope of me
practicing as a doctor in
india, if i pass the plab

exam. 5ec8ef588b
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